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SUBMITTED NAME EMAIL ELEMENTARY MIDDLE HIGH OPTIONS COMMENTS

03/07/2020 1:39 PM A Richell Chiu-Yap richell@blessingland.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Members,I am a mother of two 4-year olds twin girls. Though it is still a long ways until they will attend middle 
school, I still feel concerned about them being sent on a long commute to a school that is not within our neighborhood and 
community. We often go with my mom friends from Sato and Pirate Park area to PCC Park, Pirate Park, Polygon Park as well as 
Hansen Ridge Park near Stoller. We shop, attend preschool and go to our library at Bethany Village. North Bethany is our 
community. Please do not ISOLATE us and SEGREGATE us from our community and ONLY Middle School Option-- STOLLER. The 
long commute &amp; distance to Five Oaks would be detrimental for our kids development, well-being and family life. Thank you 
to the committee members who voted for the Feb 25 Working map that splits less elementary schools and keeps communities 
together. For those who are on the fence, please consider recommending this map as it hits the 2021 objectives. Stoller will still 
sustainable for 2025 (without Summa) , given the overprojections in the Springville area.Best regards,Richell Chiu-Yap

03/07/2020 1:44 PM A Richell Chiu-Yap richell@blessingland.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Members,I attended the last two boundary meetings and I am glad that Summa is no longer being prioritized over 
regular students. Many claim that Summa is growing exponentially, hence keeping it is Stoller is not a sustainable and futuristic 
solution. It needs to go to a school that has SPACE. With the limited Middle schools in the northern part of the district, due to the 
wrong location of the new Timberland school, it makes sense to move this OPTIONAL and by INVITATION program to the new 
middle school or to another school that has space for it, just like how it is with other OPTIONS programs. Thank you to the 
committee members who realize this and voted for the Feb 25 working map to keep regular Springville students in Stoller. Best 
regards,Richell Chiu-Yap

03/07/2020 2:02 PM A Richell Chiu-Yap RCHEWEY88@YAHOO.COM Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Members, Please don't be offended by Springville's presence and red shirts at the meeting. The red shirts say 
&#34;We are here. Please do not forget the Springville kids and our concerns.&#34; It is not bullying or trying to be the loudest 
voice. We are trying our best to be respectful and follow the rules. I attend the meetings because I just want to have my concerns 
heard and addressed in this process where we have no committee representation. Please double check the data and projections as 
there are some questionable projections and over-inflated growth numbers.  Please don't be swayed by members who only seem 
to think of their own agendas at the expense of a whole community. Thank you for your time and hard work in trying to come up 
with a map that is FAIRER for all. Best regards,Richell Chiu-Yap

03/07/2020 10:20 PM Aarnav Aarnav85@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
MS boundary objective is 90% Permanent capacity in 2021 at Stoller. Do not punish Springville or any school kids based on non-
objective , unrealistic and aggressive future projections.As you know BSD has past reputation of over projecting enrollments.

03/07/2020 10:24 PM Aarnav Aarnav85@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Please do not punish regular middle schoolers over OPTIONAL SUMMA program at Stoller. Do not isolate Springville from North 
Bethany community.

03/07/2020 10:38 PM Aarnav Aarnav85@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Springville brings the most economic diversity to Stoller. Free reduced lunch numbers will drop significantly at Stoller without part 
or Full Springville.I request WE empower the kids who really deserve better. Do not punish them by sending to a school that[?]s has 
double commute than current situation.

03/07/2020 10:50 PM Aarnav Aarnav85@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear,Feb 25th map with out Summa at Stoller leaves 200&#43; JW Non-Summa kids. This feeder pattern and numbers are similar 
or better than other schools.  There is no comparison of this to East Oak-hills SINGLE-DIGIT MS-HS Feeder pattern.Please do not 
buy the exaggerated and false testimonies given by JW.Please vote for Feb25th map as it[?]s the BEST MAP that meets all the 4 
MS Objectives.

03/07/2020 1:11 PM Aishwarya Sreenivasan aishsreeni@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

388 total Jacob Wismer students attending Stoller. We have  97  Summa jw kids and 42 options like isb, Rachel Carson kids.  If 
Summa is removed we will be left with 245 kids in which 65 kids feed into Westview. On ly 180 Sunset bound JW kids will be left 
at Stoller if our Summa goes. This is about 16 percent of Stoller Population and about 9 percent of Sunset Population. Our Non 
Summa Sunset bound kids who are left behind will be all alone at Sunset. If our Summa kids stay back we will have a better feeder 
pattern. This is the only reason we are requesting BSD to have Summa at Stoller. To help JW sunset bound kids with a better 
feeder pattern. All our kids 100 percent walk to Stoller. By moving Summa from Stoller 97 kids who can walk or bike will be bused 
and virtually JW having single digit feeder pattern when the kids go to Sunset. These Jacob Wismer to Stoller to Sunset kids will 
face academic isolation. Summa should be at Stoller

03/07/2020 2:27 PM Aishwarya Sreenivasan aishsreeni@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Jacob Wismer elementary neighborhoods surround Stoller. 100 percent of Jacob Wismer kids walk to Stoller. If Summa is moved 
elsewhere 97 JW kids who walk to Stoller will be bussed. Relocation of Summa to Timberland would undermine the safety, 
walkability and academic development of our Jacob Wismer children, and doesn[?]t support Policy JC. The Summa heat Map shows 
a large concentration of Summa kids around Stoller. Summa should be at Stoller
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03/07/2020 8:24 PM Aishwarya Sreenivasan aishsreeni@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Summa is NOT an option, it is a program.&#34; Unlike option schools, Summa students also take non summa classes and are 
engrained in the overall school community offering benefits not only for summa kids but for all students. Removing Summa from 
Stoller also splits more than 3rd of JW students will have to be bussed. This PROGRAM was designed to exist in neighborhood 
schools. Why are we discounting clear facts as stated by BSD employees who are at the forefront of the program? The fact 
remains that the majority of Summa students are concentrated in the North, walkable to Stoller.Please consider that when MANY 
families may opt out of Summa if it is no longer offered at their neighborhood school, the utilization numbers will NOT work and 
Stoller will continue to be overcrowded. Many Jacob Wismer parents will opt out of SUMMA if it is moved.

03/07/2020 7:35 PM Anil K Sreeramsetty anilkumar246@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Dear Committee,Thank you SO MUCH for voting to support Oak Hills (East) joining Timberland along with others!!! Moving East 
Oak Hills-Sunset bound students to Timberland will not only end isolation at Sunset but also certainly reduce the depression among 
the east oak hills kids. As parents our kid[?]s emotional health matters and once again thank you for voting to move Oak Hills (East) 
to Timberland middle school. We will be so relieved if, when the dust settles. Thank you!Anil SreeramsettyP.S. PLEASE KINDLY 
ASSIGN OAK HILLS (EAST) TO TIMBERLAND ALONG WITH TERRA LINDA AND END ISOLATION.

03/07/2020 6:24 PM Ann G ann.g2613@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Keeping Springville students in Stoller means that the school will have a diversified social-economic structure in its student 
population. The most important reason in doing the above means that the communities will remain intact and neighborhoods will 
stay as they are today.I could go on and on but that would be redundant. Springville has been muted in that we have no 
representation in the committee. Please don't allow this non-representation railroad us into submission to the wishes of those who 
do not have the welfare of our children at heart. Our children also deserve their place in Stoller.

03/07/2020 6:31 PM Ann G ann.g2613@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Please explain the projections for 2021-2025. The projections for the said years are NOT accurate.

03/07/2020 5:01 PM arun arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Do not split elementary schools[?].  Springville, Sato, Findley, Rock Creek and Oak Hills have all been shown split in various maps 
proposed by the committee or BSD.  Studies have consistently shown that minimizing transitions results in better academic 
performance and emotional health for children.  We are strongly supportive of the current Feb 25th working map which does not 
introduce any additional ES splits.  Do not divide communities[?].  Springville cannot be separated from its eastern neighbors, Sato, 
whom they are closely intertwined with.  Rock Creek is naturally tied to Springville and Bethany; it should not be removed from 
both.  If any portion of Rock Creek is removed from Springville, it should be placed with Bethany.  West Oak Hills is part of the 
Bethany Elementary community and should remain so.  East Oak hills is part of the Terra Linda community and should remain so. 
We should also not use uncertain 2025 projections to divide existing communities especially when populations decline after 2025.  
Summa should not split communities[?].  [?]The Summa program should go where the highest concentration of feeding school kids 
go, in order to minimize splits. We across these four schools agree that the entire North Summa program should go to Timberland 
with Findley who constitute ~40% of Summa students in Stoller.

03/07/2020 6:46 PM arun arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

SUPPORT MAP A. FOCUS ON 90% FOR 2021 why is the committe going back and forward between maps. There were 7 votes in 
favour of MAP A. Shoudln'tcommitte be focusing on it with certain revisons like moving some part of Jacob Wismer or SATO to 
Timberland.When you move the entire SUMMA to Timberland, then load on Stoller will reduce.Why is map A considered not 
favourable for 2025. There were some members saying they want 90% capacity for 2025 in Stoller. WAS 90%  STOLLER CAPACITY 
EVER POSSIBLE/MENTIONED IN ANY OF THE PREVIOUS MAPS C AND B FOR 2025. There are other schools with more than 90% 
capacity in 2025. So why only Stoller is being brought into picture.FINALLY THERE WAS MORE THAN 7 VOTES FOR MAP A, YET WHY 
IS THE COMMITEE TRYING TO THINK BACK INTO MOVING SPRINGVILLE TO FIVE OAKS FOR WHICH THERE WAS LESS THAN 5 
VOTES. IF THE % OF VOTES IS A CRITERIA THEN THE MOVING SPRINGVILLE TO FIVE OAKS SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED AT 
ALLBASED ON VOTES.

03/07/2020 11:46 PM arunk arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Donot split other schools for Jacob Wismer to Sunset feeder.In Feb25th MAP A, Even without SUMMA, Stoller to sunset feed will 
mor ethan 200 kids...kids won't be isoloated.That is well in line with the other feeder patterns and way better than Oakhills 
situation.The Jacob Wismer feeder pattern can be easily fixed my moving all of JW to sunset which has enough spaceand will also 
address Westview overcrowding.
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03/07/2020 5:02 PM arunk arun_koroth@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP A IS THE BEST APPROACH.a) It avoids splitting of communities.b) It avoids Springville having to travel the maximum distance 
along the unsafest route to Five Oaksc) BSD will also gain in transportation costs by keeping Springville at Stoller.d) It will further 
help to move the entire SUMMA from Stoller to Timberland.e) Rockcreek will need to travel to Meadow park but they will have 
Bethany Elem with them. Also SUMMAis also there in Meadow park.f)JW , SATO and Springville minus SUMMA meets thE 
objective in 2025 and is totally sustainable in 2025.g) The 2025 projections doesnt seem accurate. There is no further development 
in SpringvilleThe estimate FOR 2025 NEED FURTHER CLARIFICATION. IN LAST BUDGET REVIEW MEETING BSD INDICATED THAT 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS ACROSS BSD HAVE BEEN STABLE LAST YEAR AND TEND TO DROP IN FUTURE DUE TO SMALLER 
MEMBERS PER HOUSEHOLD IN NEW GEN.So it doesnt clarify how does the Stoller increase drastically in 2025. There is no new 
growth in Springville. Also there are houses with more than 3-4 rooms but with single kid.PLEASE DONT GIVE PRIORITY TO 
SUMMA SOVER NEIGHBORHOOD STUDENTS - The Summa program should go where the highest concentration of feeding school 
kids go in order to minimize splits. The entire North Summa program should go to Timberland with Findley who constitute 40% of 
Summa students in Stoller.H) The Jacob wismer to Sunset feeder at Stoller is about 18% or over 200 kids in the Feb25th MAP A. Its 
not a single digit percentage as MISREPRESENTED by one of the Jacob Wismer testimonies. Its well in line with high school feeders 
across the district.

03/07/2020 11:50 PM avarsha a.varsha26@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Feb25th MAP A does the following and is the OPTIMAL ONE1) Reduces Stoller from over 1600 students in 2020 to less than 1000 in 
20212) Even the increase in 2025 is only to around 1200 students after which it falls andgets below 1100 in a couple off years again 
even with aggressive projections.3) MEETS OBJECTIVE 1 Fills Timberland efficiently with all of Findley and most parents donot 
want to spliteven most of the walkable areas4) MEETS OBJECTIVE 2- 80% permanent capacity with all of Jacob Wismer, Sato and 
Springville minus SUMMA5) Even the increase in 2025 is only using 1 or max 2 portables, this is even with the over projections.6) 
Maintains free reduced lunch at Stoller at 10%. Any other config brings it down to less than 7%even further in an area where it is 
hard to fix beacuse of the geographic distribution of poverty.This combination will not call for another boundary adjustment in 
2025. It doesn't mnake Stoller overcrowded.7) BSD will gain in transportation costs by moving Springville to Stoller instead of Five 
OaksBelow analysis is by transporation in BSD site.Springville to Stoller    $30,487 Springville to Five Oaks  $56,071 ----NOTE THIS 
AMOUNTBSD will be losing $25,584 by moving Springville to Five oaks instead of StollerFindley to Stoller $22,454 Findley to 
Timberland    $ 30,742 . Increase of $8288Even if you net out the difference($25584- $8288) BSD will save more than $17000by 
moving Springville to Stoller.

03/07/2020 11:41 PM avijay vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Just for an optional SUMMA program, lof of time being wasted to talk about retaining it inStoller and going over walkability issues 
back and forth. Stoller capacity required is 90% for 2021 which is already met by MAP A. For 2025 theprojections are over 
estimated besides none of the maps A, B nor C drastically reduces Stoller capacity to less than 100% by 2025.Even without 
SUMMA, Stoller to sunset feed will mor ethan 200 kids...kids won;t eb isoloatedand it is unlike Oakhills situationSo move the entire 
SUMMA to Timberland

03/07/2020 11:17 PM Ben Levy zydecolevy@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Springville, Sato, and Jacob Wismer can fit into Stoller.  Move Summa off to the side and let Teaching and Learning decide where 
its location should be.  We need to have a scenario where Stoller gets to 90% in 2021, and this is the only way we have seen that it 
can be done.

03/07/2020 1:19 PM Bradley Wright rtnin3@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Stoller4NeighborhoodKids..Firstly, I[?]m not a Summa parent. Please support a consistent and cohesive feeder pattern for JW 
children. The 2016 highschool boundary adjustment changed the HS feeder for my neighborhood from Westview to Sunset and split 
ES feeder 70/30 Sunset to Westview. With Findley is proposed to go to TL for MS this further reduces the HS cohort down to 17%. 
Any consideration of removing Summa to another school would effectively reduce the JW kids going to Sunset to single digits. How 
is it that JW children are asked to shoulder the majority of the North Bethany growth burden? Perhaps it is because our community 
is civil, trusting of the BSD process, and not litigious. However, I do know that the the close-knit, walkable and healthy academic 
community that I joined would be eroded with recent proposals appears to be eroding. I request that all of our JW children, 
including Summa, feed into Stoller..Stoller4NeighborhoodKids

03/07/2020 1:34 PM Bradley Wright rtnin3@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

NeighnorhoodsBeforeCapacity..At the 2/25 public meeting entertained feeding a portion of JW to TL. Recent discussions call my 
neighborhood the [?]triangle of growth[?] as 8 homes filled in the last buildable lot in this neighborhood and new residents were 
reinvigorated with new families. As a resident of this area of JW I strongly oppose any such action to divide the JW community. 
Relocation of my neighborhood to TL would undermine the safety, walkability and academic development of my children, and 
doesn[?]t support Policy JC.Our neighbors are the communities of Parc Bethany, Bethany Village, Bethany View, Oakridge and 
Arbor Heights. These are the community members that we meet with, play with and study with in ways that enrich my children[?]s 
development. Cleaving a part of the JW neighborhood to support future capacity would be detrimental to my children and is not in 
line with the Policy JC guidance. I strongly urge the committee and the Board to continue to seek solutions that maintain a cohesive 
JE community at Stoller and through to high school at Sunset..NeighborhoodsBeforeCapacity
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03/07/2020 11:33 PM Bridget brgolf@gmail.com Stoller MS

At the last meeting, it felt like many neighborhoods were being volleyed across existing boundaries in hope of having Summa be at 
a particular middle school. Committee member Abhijit is lobbying for SUMMA to be at Timberland. However, with so many 
students in the program from both Findley and JW, it totally makes sense for Teaching and Learning to provide a split summa at 
Stoller and Timberland. A SUMMA at Stoller is much needed to cater to the needs of the growing communities like SPV and Sato 
that are proposed to feed into Stoller whose SUMMA numbers are likely going to rise. SPV and Sato children will all be together at 
Stoller while all of JW is already walkable, this will reduce considerable transportation costs. #KeepSUMMA@Stoller

03/07/2020 12:58 PM Chris Jones chrissynjones@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I continue to hope the district comes out with a map that allows students who live in the community to remain at their community 
school.  Those kids who are not bused to Stoller should remain at Stoller. This committee should stop focusing on SUMMA since it 
was stated that &#34;Teaching and Learning&#34; are the ones who will decide if this program is moved. The safe way then to 
work with the numbers is to plan that SUMMA remains since it not within the committee to change this. This committee should 
continue it's objectives and one of those is reduce overcrowding at Stoller. Those communities who are bused to Stoller should be 
the ones to bus to another middle school. Not the students who live next/near and can walk. It does not make sense to add more 
buses than necessary. Since those students have to get on a bus, then they get on a bus. Do not make students who do not have to 
get on a bus, get on a bus. Thank you for your time.

03/07/2020 11:49 PM D. A. sagittareansrock@gmail.com Stoller MS

For a committee that has been really supportive of not splitting elem. schools, it was shocking to hear a committee member 
propose Oakridge Estates be split from Findley elementary  and be moved into Jacob Wismer, while the Arbor Heights 
neighborhood be split from Jacob Wismer to become a part of Findley Elem. This is a proposal to split 2 elementary schools, it is 
not acceptable to Jacob Wismer. There are enough Findley comments as well that consider this unacceptable.Firstly, Arbor Heights 
is currently a walkable subdivision. BSD recently granted Jacob Wismer with the District walkability award, where one of the two 
routes that sees maximum kids walk to school, happens to start from Arbor Heights. Moving Arbor Heights into Findley-Who does 
this benefit? Secondly, Arbor Heights has a high number of SUMMA eligible kids. Is this why the swap was proposed&gt;&gt;Why 
would Jacob Wismer (currently split unevenly between Sunset and Westview) swap its highest-summa-numbers-neighborhood 
comprising known friends FOR unknown friends from Oakridge Estates? Who will this benefit?JW requests the Committee to keep 
all of JW[?]s students together at Stoller.

03/07/2020 11:39 PM David Lee ralliart_kei@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview Springville K-8

Dear committee, thank you for hearing our feedback and come up with map Feb25 which is brilliant.  One important thing it 
addresses is transportation.  Assuming Summa will be moved to Timberland to get Stoller 2025 enrollment down to a favorable 
value.  This means there be no change to Springvill, Sato and JW current transportation.  The only change is Findley bus will East 
bound to Timberland instead.  To connect Summa student to their school only a new bus route from Stoller to Timberland is 
needed that[?]s it.  Overall, the transportation pattern will stay the same as we have today so no disruptive traffic changes and 
unfair long routes.  The only concern the committee had was busing Springville to Stoller and then switch to Timberland bound 
Summa bus.  From a Springville parent perspective we are totally fine with that since Summa is option like ACMA and health 
science.  Furthermore from BSD angle, this new bus route is more sensible than other proposal like driving Springville to FiveOak 
and then to Meadow Park Summa which is very awkward and long commute and disruptive to existing Aloha community.

03/07/2020 11:00 AM Dina Jones Dina.n.jones@comcast.net Elmonica Elem Five Oaks MS Westview

Dear Committee,Five Oaks MS has the highest F/RL % in the district by far.  Up to this point, the maps proposed have added 
schools north of the freeway to Five Oaks MS which improves the demographic at this school.  The latest map leaves FO as is and 
is completely unacceptable.  When you have an opportunity to change boundaries you can't ignore F/RL and our community. The 
only statement by the committee that addresses this basically states that yes, it's very high, but it's already high.  The new 
proposed map circulating on the petition is much better for Five Oaks and I'm grateful that someone took the time to address our 
F/RL issue.  It's shocking to me that the committee thought the Feb. 25th map was the best solution for Five Oaks.

03/07/2020 10:52 PM Dong dongxidx@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Read the facts, not listening to the stories please, BSD. For the best learning environment, I urge everybody to establish the 
healthiest ES-MS-HS feeder pattern and reserve walkability. The neighboorhoods who are closest to Stoller should be welcomed to 
join stoller, not being sacrificed for accommodating  any other communities.

03/07/2020 7:21 AM Dssada hundredrabh@gmail.com Springville K-8

Hi,Thank you committee to put in so many hours for this process. I will like to highlight  for that feeder pattern for JW is not 
unusual. Even without summa there will be over 240 JW kids in sunset and they will be go together, where they will be United with 
their ES school mates.Thanks!

03/07/2020 1:41 PM Gauri Trivedi Gauritri@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Mr. Sparks &amp; Committee Members,Every time there is a meeting, Discussion on the Summa Student Numbers at Stoller and 
their proximity takes up a lot of time. Looking at the increasing number of summa students at Stoller, it is best to move the 
program to some other school that has space. More than Springville &amp; Sato, Summa aspirants in the Bethany area are 
growing at an exponential rate and it would be best to host the program at a less crowded school. keeping in mind the future 
numbers which are predicted to be half the students of some Bethany area schools, Stoller will not have the needed capacity. 
Thanks.
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03/07/2020 2:49 PM Haddy El-Mansy elmansym@gmail.com Cooper Mountain Elem

As the committee moves towards a final recommendation on middle school boundaries, I urge you to re-consider the idea of 
placing all of Cooper Mountain into Mountain View. I understand that these suggestions came from the pleas of two random 
people's testimony, however, this opinion does not reflect the majority of Cooper Mountain families whose children are slated to 
attend Highland. I am a long standing resident of Cooper Mountain. I grew up here and attended Cooper Mountain Elementary 
myself. In fact, my son's PE teacher was my PE teacher! All seven of my nieces and nephews attended Cooper Mountain and 
Highland. When the high school boundaries changed, we accepted this change because they built Mountainside to ease 
overcrowding and help with new growth in the south, much like what is happening with Timberland now. Therefore, I am not 
opposed to change. However, I am opposed to unwarranted change. The committee's goals are clear, even if they get muddled in 
the back and forth of meetings. We all have a copy of these goals. Changing Cooper Mountain to feed into Mountain View does not 
meet a single one of these goals. In fact, it disrupts two of these goals: it makes for a more disjointed middle to high school feeder 
pattern and it has the potential to create over crowdedness at Mountain View. Right now, there are no glaring issues with the 
current Cooper Mountain splits.  If changes aren't warranted, then please don't make them.

03/07/2020 8:45 AM Haitao zhao zhaohaitao8800@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT spv and sato can not be in the same MS as both comminities are growing fast. Therefore, pushing findley 
to TL is not a long term solution. ALSO, the cost of pushing FE to TL is way high. The whole world is trying to be greener but some 
proposals are putting walkable kis, like kids from bethany heights, on bus and hurting our green effort. BETHANY HEIGHTS is almost 
right next to the stroller and kids walk to MS play yard almost daily in the summer time. please keep the walkable kids in strooler!

03/07/2020 12:14 PM Jagadevi Chikkalli jagadevi.chikkalli@gmail.com ONLY ONE REQUEST FROM JW:PLEASE DON'T SPLIT US, EITHER SUMMA OR NON-SUMMA.KEEP FULL JW TOGETHER.

03/07/2020 1:57 PM Javier Turek javierturek@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Dear committee,We are close to our next meeting. Now it is time to start converging on the solution of some of the issues. The 
first one is your vote to move Oak Hills East to Timberland. The second is to keep Bethany and Oak Hills West together. The third 
one is to avoid a third minority issue by sending Stoller Summa to somewhere else will create another minority of a few students 
from Stoller to Sunset. It would be great if at least you allow Summa for the JW sunset bound kids to stay in Stoller. They also 
leave in walkable zones to Stoller so moving them will be more expensive.

03/07/2020 10:59 PM Jay jeys24@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

I want the committee to understand the current STUDENT:TEACHER ratio at Stoller, I received an absent call from BSD notifying my 
daughter missed the school on Friday 03/06/2020. I dropped her at school and she is a 6th grade  kid. The teachers using Black and 
White pictures to recogonize kids, poor teacher because of large student in her class, she recogonized my kid as other kid and made 
my daughter absent. My daughter has to write an email to the teacher what she learnt in his class to prove that she was present. 
What a pethatic situation, Stoller is overcrowded by Sato and SPV, and they are GROWING exponentially, SATO and SPV cannot 
feed to any middle school together. SPLIT SATO and/or SPV, or send SPV to FO.  STOLLER IS OUT OF CONTROL. If you need PROOF 
that I get the call and My Daughter send the email to teacher, let me know.  And if Committe and BSD need PROOF that teachers 
use BW pictures of kids to recogonize them, its know by principal and the kids will testimony it. Please Send SPV to FO or other 
middle school, they hurting Stoller and its ranking.

03/07/2020 11:52 PM jithin jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Donot split other schools for Jacob Wismer to Sunset feeder.Just for an optional SUMMA program, lof of time being wasted to talk 
about retaining it inStoller and going over walkability issues back and forth.In Feb25th MAP A, Even without SUMMA, Stoller to 
sunset feed will mor ethan 200 kids...kids won't be isoloated.That is well in line with the other feeder patterns and way better than 
Oakhills situation.The Jacob Wismer feeder pattern can be easily fixed my moving all of JW to sunset which has enough spaceand 
will also address Westview overcrowding.

03/07/2020 5:11 PM jithin jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

PLEASE DONOT SPLIT SPRINGVILLE. Human relationships matterPlease donot split Springville based on a few percentage points 
over in 2025 based on aggressive projections (and FLAT options numbers), based largely on empty lots. We are talking about real 
children with real relationships here. These are real children that do not have a voice of their own and are looking to this 
committee to be their voice. Springville children across Arbor Oaks, Abbey Creek and Noyce have real relationships with each other. 
They play cricket, soccer and baseball with each other at the PCC grounds. They play with each other at the Springville playground. 
They play with each other at the neighborhood park. Springville and Sato children have real relationships with each other. They play 
at pirate park. They are neighbors with houses right across from each other. These used to be one school not too long ago! They 
have only one middle school with proximity given their extreme Northern location.The Feb 25th MAP A preserved human 
relationships. It kept Rock Creek together with their Bethany neighbors. It kept Springville intact and together with its Sato 
neighbors. It kept Findley intact with no splits. So it went over in 2025 by a few percentage points, even with aggressive 
projections. The question is so what? We are meeting the actual board objective of 90% in 2021. We are still going down to 1200 
kids in 2025 from 1600 kids in Stoller in 2020, and the population is actually projected to drop after that. Is that not worth 
preserving communities and relationships over? The children of North Bethany need to have their voices represented and their 
relationships preserved. Please do not chase arbitrary 2025 targets and punish them. Human relationships matter.
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03/07/2020 6:37 PM jithin jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Some Jacob Wismer folks suggetsing that Springville should go to Five oaks. Its 10 min additional etc etc.THIS IS TOTALLY 
INCORRECT.If JW can suggest such things why can't they move to Five Oaks?Distance - Jacob Wismer to Five Oaks(via Bethany 
Blvd) is 3.7 miles.Distance - Springville schoole to Five oaks Via Springville rd and 185th) is 4.3 milesSO JACOB WISMER IS CLOSER 
TO FIVE OAKS AND THE ROUTE thru Bethany blvd is MUCH MUCH SAFER for them.Also it will decrease the load on Stoller.

03/07/2020 6:38 PM jithin jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAP A shows reducing Stoller overload and filling up Timberland. In addition theentire SUMMA  shoudl eb moved to Timberland. 
SUMMA is just an optional program so it shouldnot be given preference over regular programs. JW , SATO and Springville minus 
SUMMA meets thE objective in 2025 and is totally sustainable in 2025.Also the estimates for 2025 at Stoller doesnt look correct. 
There is no new growth in Springville now. Also a house with 3-4 bedrooms doesnt mean it has 3-4 kids. There are many houses in 
Springville with only one kid. IN SHORT HOUSES WITH 3-4 rooms DOESN'T ALWAYS CORELATE TO 3-4 kids.Please don't sacrifice 
our children's well-being over what-ifs and empty lots.The 2025 numbers are merely projections. and don't get anywhere close to 
total  capacity andcan be managed.In 2025 even with the over projection, stoller is less than 90% total capacity. So even in worst 
case scenario, only 1 or 2 portables might be needed in 2025.

03/07/2020 11:36 PM jithinr jrathod81@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

THERE ARE MORE THAN 14 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS WHICH ARE CLOSER TOFIVE OAKS THAN SPRINGVILLE.I find it very strange and 
UNLAWFUL to expect Springville to travelsuch a huge distance, hop around 14 TRAFFIC SIGNAL STOPS, have leadtime for bus stop 
pick ups, spend time on 185th road which is designatedas the highest prone accident route in Washingtom county.Even Findley and 
Jacob Wismer are closer to Five Oaks via Kaiser Road andthey don't have to travel thru 185th.

03/07/2020 2:27 PM Kamini kaminimoorthy@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Cedar Park MS Sunset ISB

My son walked to school as a BSD student and I can not stress the importance of that.We should keep all of JW together, allow the 
walkable Findley kids walking to Stoller all while keeping Summa in Stoller.  This seems to be the most practical solution.  We can 
not bring a growing elementary school such as Springville to Stoller as this will not help with the overcrowding and we will be back 
in this same overcrowding predicament in a few years.   KEEP JACOB WISMER IN STOLLER ALONG WITH THE SUMMA PROGRAM.

03/07/2020 1:33 PM kelly roby roby.kelly@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Hello Committee I am asking as we go into this weeks planning meeting you keep the fundamentals top of mind as you decide:1. 
School feeder programs that they are healthy and right for our kids2. Walk ability almost all of jw and Findley can walk as we focus 
on our environment and healthy living for our children this can[?]t be ignored.3. Established neighborhoods.  Our entire school is a 
community we live and will grow up together.  ThatIs important to me that we keep in tack as we look to the future.I trust you will 
make the right call.BestKelly

03/07/2020 12:59 PM kiran kiran_uict@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee members, please focus on sending Springville kids to Stoller as this is the only school in close proximity as 
compared to other elementary schools. Long commute times have adverse affects on kids personal, physical and academic 
activities. Please prioritize regular program over optional Summa program.

03/07/2020 10:24 AM Lori Near lori.near@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee - thank you for continued work through this difficult boundary adjustment process. Today, there are 2 elementary 
schools in North Bethany that have a split feeding pattern to HS; Oak Hills and Jacob Wismer. At the 2-25 meeting, your committee 
and the community agreed that Oak Hills Sunset feeding students should be moved to Timberland to maintain healthy feeding 
patterns to HS and NOT isolate the 20 or so students who would essentially be alone at Sunset.Taking a closer look at Jacob 
Wismer, historically about 25-30 percent of our graduating class have been SUMMA eligible and this year that number is closer to 
45 percent. By moving SUMMA completely out of Stoller, you'd be splitting Jacob Wismer and sending a small percentage of 
Westview bound kids to a middle school that is 100 percent Sunset bound, essentially putting those WV bound kids in the same 
situation as Oak Hills. Also remember that ALL of those JW Summa kids ARE WALKABLE to Stoller, so that too would be adding a 
new bus into the mix of an already bleeding BSD budget. Let's NOT spend money irresponsibly on transportation when it can be 
better used and invested into our students and teachers.Please also consider that the current map has all of Springville, all of Sato 
and all of Jacob Wismer at Stoller and the issue of overcrowding is not only a problem on day one, but is even WORSE by 2023 and 
2025. We CANNOT shy away from the fact that those 2 Elementary schools are continuing to grow and CANNOT continue to feed 
into the same middle school. Overcrowding is not fair or just for anyone... staff, students or administrators. Also, by having these 3 
schools feed into Stoller, it leaves Jacob Wismer Sunset bound students at a disadvantage with only a small percentage who are 
Sunset bound. If Summa is moved to Timberland, that small percentage of Sunset bound students gets even smaller VERY 
quickly.Please consider that MS to HS feeding patterns are important. Don't isolate a small number of students unnecessarily. 
Thank you.

03/07/2020 11:15 AM Lynnsey Sitter lynnseysitter@gmail.com Findley Elem

I'm posting this again and I hope that someone on the committee or from the district presses for clarification here.  The district 
MUST be clear about the ACTUAL increase in cost for bussing ALL of Findley to Timberland. It's NOT the number that many people 
keep using in their comments. It logically can't be unless you're putting 400 kids on 4 buses. The difference between bussing the 
kids who are already bussed to Stoller to Timberland instead is the number ($21k) they're using, ignoring the amount it will cost to 
bus the other half of the school who currently walk. Those buses will go FARTHER and, logically, cost even more. The district needs 
to be transparent about the actual cost especially since the inaccurate numbers are being used to support the questionable idea 
that it's less expensive to bus Findley to Timberland instead of other potential options.
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03/07/2020 12:30 PM MadhuR mrangar@yahoo.com Springville K-8

EXPONENTIALLY GROWING COMMUNITIES LIKE SUMMA CANNOT FIT IN STOLLER:Dear committee, we have heard a few times 
now that exponentially growing communities cannot fit in Stoller for a long term &#34;futuristic&#34; solution. Perhaps this is 
right. Springville is actually not a growing community. But, Jacob Wismer and Findley  Summa seem to be exponentially growing 
communities and will need to be placed elsewhere for a long term sustainable solution for Stoller.

03/07/2020 10:48 AM Melanye Thompson melanye.thompson@gmail.com Oak Hills Elem

Please ensure Oak Hills kids are not isolated. Please send Oak Hills (East) to Timberland with Terra Linda and Oak Hills (West) to a 
middle school with Bethany. Oak Hills students need to attend middle school with at least one surrounding elementary schools 
from their community and then attend high school with kids from middle school. This supports the social and emotional experience 
of these students, which ultimately impacts academics. Thank you.

03/07/2020 1:51 PM Narender narendermr@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Afternoon BSD Team,Please give preference to regular school over SUMMA and send all the kids to their near by Middle 
school.Please DO NOT punish them by sending to long bus ride school as we parents are worried being all the Middle school kids 
are almost TEENAGERS, bullying and other things take place, so we request you to keep this SAFETY into consideration before 
taking any decision.Please give equal opportunity to all kids, which will be taking place sending kids to their near by schools.To all 
BSD adjustment committee: please judge honestly before giving any of your decision, DO NOT bias to any other members as YOU 
ARE DECIDING bright future kids life[?]s, so please think you are giving decisions to your own kid.Thank you for all your 
time.WISHING TO SEE A DECISION on this Middle school adjustment which will give equal opportunity and NOT PUNISH a 
community kids SENDING them 5 miles away school

03/07/2020 11:15 AM priya priyatelang@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee members, Please don[?]t isolate Jacob Wismer with poor HS feeder patterns. JW ia laready split 2 ways and 
unevenly so, between Sunset and Westview. Bringing in Sato and SPV overwhelms HS feeder balance, as both are westview 
feeders.  It certainly looks like all committee members want no ES to have splits, as far as possible. We at JW, understand that SPV 
needs a home, however please please ensure that JW kids are all together at Stoller. Our kids that qualified for SUMMA are a big 
number of our school.  Relocating our SUMMA elsewhere creates another split- puts our Sunset feeding population at Stoller- at a 
mere 8%,  you have the numbers at your disposal. I sincerely hope you will not create another Oak Hills like situation for JW. Keep 
all of JW toegther at Stoller, we are not asking for any more than other bigger or smaller schools have asked for, keep our school 
intact!

03/07/2020 11:12 PM Priya Mani heypriya@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Jacob Wismer community is exhausted in trying to prove to you that relocating SUMMA would be rock bottom for us. I know there 
are committee members that have revealed that they would rather not talk about summa, but given that Jacob W is the ONLY 
Sunset feeding school at Stoller, that too PARTLY- another crack at this school is not only unwarranted, but downright inhuman. 
After Oak Hills (ok wit split), the only school split in the North is Jacob Wismer. Comprehending that part of our school may be 
relocated just because a big % of our kids passed a qualifying test, with the consequence was that they would have to give up their 
friendships and move to a different school is ridiculous. SUMMA kids are first JW kids, and deserve to keep their friendships. Not to 
mention 100% of these children come from walking able communities. This is simply us asking no different than what every other 
school has asked for – keep our school all together. If this amounts to splitting SUMMA between Timberland and Stoller, so be it. It 
is after all a neighborhood school program, that should be offered where a need for it exists. Our kids deserve better from you!

03/07/2020 7:59 PM PRP pram125@yahoo.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear committee,Thanks for reading comments and taking community feedback. I would like to let you know that Jacob Wismer 
community wants a right middle school to high school feeder pattern. The current numbers for Stoller to Sunset in the existing map 
are too low and would get worse if you want to move Summa program to Timberland.  Since all of Jacob Wismer walks to Stoller, 
it would be prudent to keep Summa at Stoller. This would be one way to improve feeder pattern numbers. Another way is to add 
Findley walkable kids to Stoller but not sure if that community wants to be at Stoller. We as a community are counting on you to 
make right decision. Thanks for your time.

03/07/2020 1:15 PM Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS
Dear respected members please please don[?]t split schools . It will not be good for our growing kids . It effect their emotional 
growing . They play together , learn together, take extra activities together. Please don[?]t break their bonds. Thanks .

03/07/2020 1:25 PM Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

AC members. Please don[?]t make springville kids travel 2.5 times more just because Jacob whismer  school believes their feed 
pattern will be disturbed if summa is moved elsewhere. At 25 feb meeting their testimony claims their kids will be strangers in 
sunset school . On the other hand they claims they have 50% of summa population. Then I can[?]t digest how they will be 
strangers. If we count from the grid map their will be around 200 students who will attend sunset . I don[?]t think 200 students can 
be strangers for each other. Please summa is not priority. General education is more important. Please choose something that 
benefits majority. Thanks .

03/07/2020 1:30 PM Rabia Ishaq rabiarashid@aol.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

Dear members. Working map is the best solution to achieve objectives. It utilized timberland and helps relieve  stoller. It brings 
stoller 90% capacity for 2021. One of the main objective. We might end up little over 100% in 2025 but that[?]s according to 
assumptions. It might not happen. Please don[?]t punish 400&#43; kids based on projection. Please don[?]t force them to travel 2.5 
times more . Please don[?]t break the communities. Working map is the best solution. Please consider it . Thanks
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03/07/2020 11:01 AM Robert Jones rjones.public@gmail.com Elmonica Elem Five Oaks MS Westview

I was disappointed to see that the Feb 25 map undid the previous maps' progress toward restoring some balance in the FRL 
numbers across the district. Five Oaks is currently the highest at ~60%, and this proposal does nothing to address that. This was a 
major consideration during the high school boundary process; I hope to see better consistency.

03/07/2020 1:36 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

EXPONENTIALLY GROWING COMMUNITIES LIKE SUMMA CANNOT FIT IN STOLLER:Dear committee, we have heard a few times 
now that exponentially growing communities cannot fit in Stoller for a long term &#34;futuristic&#34; solution. Perhaps this is 
right. Springville is actually not a growing community. But, Jacob Wismer and Findley  Summa seem to be exponentially growing 
communities and will need to be placed elsewhere for a long term sustainable solution for Stoller.

03/07/2020 2:41 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Mr. Sparks &amp; Committee Members,Every time there is a meeting, Discussion on the Summa Student Numbers at Stoller and 
their proximity takes up a lot of time. Looking at the increasing number of summa students at Stoller, it is best to move the 
program to some other school that has space. More than Springville &amp; Sato, Summa aspirants in the Bethany area are 
growing at an exponential rate and it would be best to host the program at a less crowded school. keeping in mind the future 
numbers which are predicted to be half the students of some Bethany area schools, Stoller will not have the needed capacity.

03/07/2020 2:44 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
feeder pattern for JW is not unusual. Even without summa there will be over 240 JW kids in sunset and they will be reunited with 
their ES friends too.

03/07/2020 2:51 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Please do the right thing, and select the Feb 25th workmap with minimal changes. You will find out very quickly that you can either 
make a much richer Stoller with ripple effects across the entire district. Or, you can approve the Feb 25th workmap, with a 
marginally over permanent capacity Stoller in 2025, still under total capacity, still, 400 students less than 2020, after which the 
population drops, even based on the most aggressive projections.I know there are concerns about JW Middle-&gt;High School 
feeders and that is valid. But I do want to point out that there will still be over 220 Sunset kids in Stoller. It is by no means similar 
to the OH-E situation and must not be used to unravel the maps

03/07/2020 2:52 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Dear Committee Members,I could see the hesitation in approving the last working map at the previous meeting. Here are the most 
important things to be considered :1) it is the best map for all communities - so far no other map has come as close to keeping 
Communities together as this one2) diversity and economics are nicely balanced out.3) 14% in 2025 is not a huge number of 
students worth breaking communities over. That too, projecting on empty lots. BOARD OBJECTIVE ISTO MEET 2021 TARGET which 
the current working map meets. Believe me, the communities will forever be grateful that they could be together instead of the 
other way round.4) with the slight change of moving East oak hills to Timberland, this map will be the best possible solutions under 
the given circumstances.5) Please get this done with so that communities can get over this uncertainty, animosity and fighting over 
boundaries. Insecurities and the thought of losing their neighbors is bringing out the worst in people, we just want to go back to 
being friends again.

03/07/2020 2:53 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview
Springville MS kids should not be bused all the way for no fault of theirs.PLEASE do not uproot all or portions of Springville from its 
North Bethany community

03/07/2020 2:54 PM SANJOY K SAHA sanjoy123@gmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS

We realize that this map is not perfect, but nothing ever is, and this is the most balanced path going forward with broad support 
across a large group of northern families. We need to understand that all ofus have to sacrifice something for the greater good. 
Jacob Wismer is not ready to sacrifice anything. Jacob Wismer want walkability, Jacob Wismer want Summa in Stoller, Jacob 
Wismer want Findley in Stoller. Jacob Wismer parents need to understand they are not getting split and have walkability to Stoller. 
If we discard the current map, multiple northern school will be SPLIT.This final working map provides the most optimal path 
forward, given all the difficult constraints. We all hope that the committee and the superintendent will move forward with the Feb 
25th workmap with minimal changes.

03/07/2020 3:53 PM SANU K MATHEW SANUMATHEW@YAHOO.COM Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear Committee Members, I would like to bring to your attention a negative consequence to middle-to-high-school feeder patterns 
if SUMMA is moved out of Stoller. Today 41% of Stoller feeds into Sunset. With the current  working map, this drops to 17% 
representation as Findley moves out to Timberland. On top of this, if SUMMA is moved out to Timberland, our Sunset-bound JW 
kids representation in high-school would drop down to single-digit percentages. I would urge you to take this unhealthy JW-Stoller-
Sunset feeder pattern into account while considering moving SUMMA to Timberland. Please leave Stoller at SUMMA. It not only 
maintains a healthy feeder pattern, but also fulfills the walkability goal that we have been stressing on all along. All 97 SUMMA 
kids from JW are in the walkable zone to Stoller. Lets keep our kids together and save BSD some dollars in transportation.Thank 
you.

03/07/2020 6:27 PM Sarat Thaduri thaduri_chandra@yahoo.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Afternoon BSD Team,Please give preference to regular school over SUMMA and send all the kids to their near by Middle 
school.Please DO NOT punish them by sending to long bus ride school as we parents are worried being all the Middle school kids 
are almost TEENAGERS, bullying and other things take place, so we request you to keep this SAFETY into consideration before 
taking any decision.Please give equal opportunity to all kids, which will be taking place sending kids to their near by schools.To all 
BSD adjustment committee: please judge honestly before giving any of your decision, DO NOT bias to any other members as YOU 
ARE DECIDING bright future kids life[?]s, so please think you are giving decisions to your own kid.Thank you for all your 
time.WISHING TO SEE A DECISION on this Middle school adjustment which will give equal opportunity and NOT PUNISH a 
community kids SENDING them 5 miles away school
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03/07/2020 11:30 PM Shauna Rakshe shauna.puhl@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem

Dear boundary committee,There's been a lot of fighting over who gets to attend Stoller Middle School.  In light of that, I really only 
have two requests for you:  1.  Please keep JW elementary kids together in middle school to make the transition easier and 
preserve good feeder patterns (ALL the JW kids: sunset-bound, westview-bound, and summa).2.  Please make sure the middle 
school our kids get sent to is not overcrowded in the long term as well as the short term.  No 40-kid classes, no canceled teacher 
conferences because there are too many kids.  Of course I'd rather my kids went to Stoller--it's walking distance and walkability is 
both personally pleasing and fiscally sound.  But you can stick us wherever you like, really.  Thanks!

03/07/2020 6:43 PM sidhu sidhu.arun@comcast.net Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Feb25th MAP A is the OPTIMAL ONE1) Reduces Stoller from over 1600 students in 2020 to less than 1000 in 20212) Even the 
increase in 2025 is only to around 1200 students after which it falls andgets below 1100 in a couple off years again even with 
aggressive projections.3) MEETS OBJECTIVE 1 Fills Timberland efficiently with all of Findley and most parents donot want to 
spliteven most of the walkable areas4) MEETS OBJECTIVE 2- 80% permanent capacity with all of Jacob Wismer, Sato and 
Springville minus SUMMA5) Even the increase in 2025 is only using 1 or max 2 portables, this is even with the over projections.6) 
Maintains free reduced lunch at Stoller at 10%. Any other config brings it down to less than 7%even further in an area where it is 
hard to fix beacuse of the geographic distribution of poverty.This combination will not call for another boundary adjustment in 
2025. It doesn't mnake Stoller overcrowded.7) BSD will gain in transportation costs by moving Springville to Stoller instead of Five 
Oaks8)  Springville is already a stable area with no more new developments in its boundary. By moving SUMMA out of stoller and 
redirecting all of Findley to Tibmberland, the committee would be able to achieve BSD objectives to fill Timberland and bring 
Stoller to 80% capacity.

03/07/2020 1:34 PM SM Shipanmis@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Westview

Dear committee members,Thanks for your hard work! We JW parents are counting on you to be fair to our children. JW[?]s non-
Summa and Summa kids are walkable to Stoller. Please keep them in Stoller and do not move them to TL. If Summa is moves to 
TL, JW[?]s Westview bound kids will have less than 1% Westview bound kids In TL and Stoller will have 9% Sunset bound kids. 
Which are not ideal numbers at all from any point of view. Pleas do not split JW!! JW Summa and non-Summa both belong in 
Stoller!!Thanks!

03/07/2020 5:07 PM Sonia Lall Sonia1.lall@gmail.com Jacob Wismer Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Dear Committee, I am sure you are exhausted by now with going back and forth with the decisions and numbers. Really appreciate 
your selfless decision making process. Putting the entire community[?]s needs before your own gains needs a special kind of 
person. Thanks for being selfless. I am writing today to let you know that it is in the best interest of the Jacob Wismer community 
to stay as one community, that all our 5th graders feed into ONE middle school. We want our SUMMA and non-SUMMA, kids to 
stay together since as it is, there are such few sunset feeders in Stoller. Please do not split our children. JW[?]s situation is worse 
than Oak Hills[?]. Please think about our community. I implore each of you to listen to the voices of the older community. As a 
mom I am worried for my child to be in a huge school without familiar faces. Thanks for your timeSonia

03/07/2020 7:36 PM Subhashini Sreeramsetty s_subhashini123@yahoo.com Oak Hills Elem Meadow Park MS Sunset

Dear Committee,Thank you SO MUCH for voting to support Oak Hills (East) joining Timberland along with others!!! Moving East 
Oak Hills-Sunset bound students to Timberland will not only end isolation at Sunset but also certainly reduce the depression among 
the east oak hills kids. As parents our kid[?]s emotional health matters and once again thank you for voting to move Oak Hills (East) 
to Timberland middle school. We will be so relieved if, when the dust settles. Thank you!Anil SreeramsettyP.S. PLEASE KINDLY 
ASSIGN OAK HILLS (EAST) TO TIMBERLAND ALONG WITH TERRA LINDA AND END ISOLATION.

03/07/2020 11:49 PM varsha varshasuren@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

Donot split other schools for Jacob Wismer to Sunset feeder.Just for an optional SUMMA program, lof of time being wasted to talk 
about retaining it inStoller and going over walkability issues back and forth.In Feb25th MAP A, Even without SUMMA, Stoller to 
sunset feed will mor ethan 200 kids...kids won't be isoloated.That is well in line with the other feeder patterns and way better than 
Oakhills situation.The Jacob Wismer feeder pattern can be easily fixed my moving all of JW to sunset which has enough spaceand 
will also address Westview overcrowding.

03/07/2020 5:05 PM varsha varshasuren@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

MAPA SHOULD BE REVISTED. FOCUS ON 90% FOR 2021 NOT 2025IN fEB25TH MEETING we had 8 members voting for MAP A. 
Towards end of meeting there was an additional member (Abdul) who also preferred MAP A. Considering that the total vote count 
will be 9. So request committeeto focus on MAP A rather than thinking of different maps at this stage.a) The Feb25 MAP A with 
summa moving to Timberland is the most balanced approach forStoller and Timberlandb) Springville, Sato and Jacob Wismer fit 
into Stoller in a long term &amp; sustainablemanner declining after 2025.c) It avoids multiple community splits into elementary 
school splits. Has support acrossa large group of Findley, Sato, Springville and Rock Creek parents.d) Even with aggressive growth 
numbers, it shows modest growth to 2025 wellunder total capacity which will then declines and will get below permanent 
capacity.

03/07/2020 5:06 PM varsha varshasuren@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

a) The Feb25 MAP A with summa moving to Timberland is the most balanced approach forStoller and Timberlandb) Springville, 
Sato and Jacob Wismer fit into Stoller in a long term &amp; sustainablemanner declining after 2025.c) It avoids multiple 
community splits into elementary school splits. Has support acrossa large group of Findley, Sato, Springville and Rock Creek 
parents.d) Even with aggressive growth numbers, it shows modest growth to 2025 wellunder total capacity which then declines nd 
will get below permamnt capacity.serves the objectivesa) Reduce Stoller to 90% of permanent capacity in 2021b) Fill Timberland
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03/07/2020 6:40 PM varsha varshasuren@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

There are inconsistencies from the Committee in the direction to push Chehalem to a non-walkable Highland Park middle school. 
There were several members who previously advocated for walkable Findley Summa (advantaged) kids to be kept at Stoller but the 
walkabilty preferrence wasn't extended to the mostly Free and Reduced Lunch kids at Chehalem. Can we make these rules be more 
consistently applied?WE NEED TO BE EQUITABLE.

03/07/2020 5:03 PM vijay v_koroth@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

KEEP COMMUNITIES TOGETHER. SUPPORT MAP A - Sato and Springville students and families make up the North Bethany 
community. Splitting some of Springville to go to Five Oaks disrupts this community as we currently share the same parks, trails, 
and local activities. Stoller is the only neighborhood area middle school for North Bethany students. There are 14 OTHER 
Elementary schools which are closer to Five oaks compared to Springville. Rock Creek is naturally tied to Springville and Bethany; it 
should not be removed from both. If any portion of Rock Creek is removed from Springville, it should be placed with Bethany.  
PLEASE DONT GIVE PRIORITY TO SUMMA SOVER NEIGHBORHOOD STUDENTS - The Summa program should go where the highest 
concentration of feeding school kids go in order to minimize splits. The entire North Summa program should go to Timberland with 
Findley who constitute 40% of Summa students in Stoller.

03/07/2020 5:04 PM vijay v_koroth@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

FOCUS ON MAP AThere are many options to relocate SUMMA program but THAT IS AN OPTIONAL PROGRAM. First preference 
should be given to regular program which IS ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED, OPTIONAL comes second..good to have but not an ESSENTIAL 
AT ALL.Le us not lose sight of the top two objectives. Fill Timberland and Reduce Stoller.While reducing stoller, please don't punish 
Springville, which has only one middle school under4 miles.Jacob wismer has  two options Stoller and Five oaks under 4 
miles.Findley has five options under 4 miles Stoller, Timberland, Five Oaks, Cedar park and Meadow park.Terra Linda has 4 options 
under 2.5 miles. Stoller, Timberland, Five oaks, Meadow park.Please maintain proximity and community for regular middle school 
education.Shipping Springville to Five Oaks will be unprecented and a gross injustice.You would be punishing the only school with 
no other neighbourhood alternatives.

03/07/2020 5:07 PM vijay vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

STOLLER PROJECTIONS FOR 2025 IS INCORRECTIN fEB25TH MEETING we had 8 members voting for MAP A. Towards end of 
meeting there was an additional member who also preferred MAP A. Considering that the total vote count will be 9. So request 
committeeto focus on MAP A rather than thinking of different maps at this stage.There is no further growth in Springville. But BSD 
projection is showing even more growthfor Springville than SATO. How is that possible.Move Jacob wismer SUMMA to Timberland 
or full of Jacob wismer to Timberland.It will serve multiple purposes:a) Make proper utilization of new middle school Timberland 
which is ONE OF THE MAJOROBJECTIVE OF BSDb) Jacob wismer complaints about splits and their kids losing friends will be 
reduced, since they will be with Findely every time SUMMA or not.c) Reduce the load on Stoller.Just for an optional program, lof of 
time being wasted to talk about retaining it inStoller and going over walkability issues back and forth. Stoller capacity required is 
90% for 2021 which is already met by MAP A. For 2025 theprojections are over estimated besides none of the maps A, B nor C 
drastically reduces Stoller capacity to less than 100% by 2025.

03/07/2020 5:09 PM vijay v_koroth@yahoo.co.in Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

THERE ARE NINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS CLOSER TO FIVE OAKS THAN SPRINGVILLE:It is just wrong to keep bringing this back 
again and again, especially when the 2025 numbers with SPV in Stoller are around 1200, WELL UNDER the 1600 in 2020, and even 
that 1200 is based on extremely high projections, and it drops from there after that. All this talk of splitting up Springville over 
these aggressive projections serves only one cause : An end run to figure out how to keep Summa in Stoller. That only serves a few, 
and would be a grave injustice. I know we don't have a committee member from our school or neighborhood to defend us, but I 
truly appreciate all of you who do and thank you for being the voice of voiceless Springville kids in this boundary adjustment. JACOB 
WISMER CAN BE SPLIT:  Jacob Wismer may not want to be split for Timberland, as they may consider it too far (If 4.3 miles is 
considered too far for them, it should be considered too far for others, though. ) But Jacob Wismer could also split to Meadow Park, 
or they are also only 3.7 miles to Five Oaks, so there are other options for splitting Jacob Wismer.  It may make sense for some of 
their students on the southern end to attend another middle school, and there are a few options.

03/07/2020 7:12 PM VIJAY AGRAWAL VIJAY2103@YAHOO.COM Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview
Rock Creek, Bethany and West Oak Hills are one community and we want our kids to stay together. Please DO NOT isolate small 
schools like Rock Creek from their community. Thank you

03/07/2020 7:14 PM VIJAY AGRAWAL VIJAY2103@YAHOO.COM Rock Creek Elem Stoller MS Westview

Keep Rock Creek at Stoller with Jacob Wismer and Sato. This makes sense since Rock Creek is an established community and this 
way we don[?]t have to displace established communities to accommodate new establishments.This would also reduce the need 
for split and also balance the numbers out and improve diversity at Stoller.Wondering why is Springville immune from being 
removed from Stoller when compared to Rock Creek?Or if moved from Stoller move us to Meadow Park with Bethany and Oak Hills

03/07/2020 5:08 PM vijaya vijayanarun@hotmail.com Springville K-8 Stoller MS Westview

There is a new growth in Jacob Wismer south of Ladidlaw road. There are brand new homes being built forsingle families. That 
area is projected to grow to over 100 kids by 2025. That area  should be theprime candidate to be zoned to Findley and Timberland.

03/07/2020 7:59 AM Wei Liu Xiaoliu86@hotmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset

Please keep Findley in Stoller. We live at Bethany Heights in a walking distance to Stoller. My son is going to Stoller in 2021. I saw 
proposals sending my son and Findley kids to TL. It does not make sense to buy more buses, hire more drivers and burn more gas to 
send walkable kids, like Bethany Heights kids, to TL, while there is a healthier and greener way.
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03/07/2020 11:56 PM Xiaojiao Stella8561@gmail.com Findley Elem Stoller MS Sunset ISB

Please encourage walkablity when setting up school boundaries. We should use the money for school programs, not on buses. 
Please do not bus walkable kids to further schools. I hope south schools can also support walkability, not only north schools.Not 
busing walkable kids and saving money for school programs or to improve under-privileged schools will have more propounding 
impacts on our children.  SPV parents' argument to stay in Stoller can be equally applied to Findley walkable kids. If walkable kids 
are sent to Timberland, they are isolated from the neighborhood, since we are so close to Jacob Wismer. If our kids can not go to 
the same elementary school, please give them a chance to stay together in middle school. And, walkables are walkables, there is 
no one community that is different from others. Please use only 1 criteria and keep all walkables in the neighborhood schools.


